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Abstract— An assured controller is one that enforces safety
online by filtering a desired control input at runtime, and
control barrier functions (CBFs) provide an assured controller
that renders a safe subset of the statespace forward invariant.
In this work, we present a problem formulation for CBF-
based runtime assurance for systems with disturbances, and
controllers that solve this problem must, in some way, incor-
porate the online computation of reachable sets. In general,
computing reachable sets in the presence of disturbances is
computationally costly and cannot be directly incorporated in
a CBF framework. To that end, we present a particular solution
to the problem, whereby reachable sets are approximated via
the mixed-monotonicity property. Efficient algorithms exist for
over-approximating reachable sets for mixed-monotone systems
with hyperrectangles, and we show that such approximations
are suitable for incorporating into a CBF-based runtime assur-
ance framework.

I. INTRODUCTION

Controllers whose safety guarantees are derived through
the online enforcement of constraints are referred to in
literature as runtime assurance architectures [1] or active
set invariance filters (ASIF) [2], [3]. In this setting, system
safety is posed as an invariance constraint, requiring that a
system avoid some unsafe region of the statespace for all
time. Specifications of this class are often used to describe
real-word safety specifications due to the fact that the def-
inition of real-world safety often is presented as the ability
to avoid unsafe scenarios during deployment.

Numerous mechanisms exist for enforcing invariance con-
straints, and in particular, control barrier functions (CBFs)
are well suited for this task. CBF-based runtime assurance
architectures modify a suggested desired input at runtime
to create a safe forward invariant region in the state space.
This is a main idea of [4], [5] where the resulting controller
is formulated as a quadratic program for systems with no
disturbances, and this idea is extended in [6] to the setting
with disturbances. A limitation here is the need to verify a
controlled forward invariant region a priori and in general
this region should be large; this problem can also be formu-
lated as the search for a backup strategy with a corresponding
controlled forward invariant region [7], [8]. The authors of
[2], [3] present a CBF-based runtime assurance architecture,
here formed via a verified backup strategy and safe region,
which allows the system to leave the safe region. The method
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eases the problem of verifying a forward invariant region a
priori, however, these works do not consider systems with
disturbances. In this work we present a problem formulation
for CBF-based runtime assurance for controlled dynamical
systems with disturbances, and we present an example so-
lution to this problem where nondeterminism in the system
model is assessed via the mixed-monotonicity property.

Mixed-monotone systems are separable via a decomposi-
tion function into increasing and decreasing components and
this enables the approximation of reachable sets [9]–[11] and
the identification of attractive and forward invariant sets [10];
a similar approach is first pioneered in [12], and we refer the
reader also to [13], [14] for fundamental results on monotone
dynamical systems.

Efficient algorithms exist for over-approximating reach-
able sets for mixed-monotone systems with hyperrectangles,
and we show that such approximations are suitable for incor-
porating into a CBF-based runtime assurance framework. As
in [2], [3], our construction requires knowledge of a backup
control strategy and a corresponding safe forward invariant
region, however, the ASIF formed in this work allows the
system to leave its safe region, and thus our construction
does not require a large safe set a priori. A main assumption
in our approach is that closed-loop backup dynamics are
mixed-monotone with respect to a known decomposition
function; large classes of systems have been shown to be
mixed-monotone with respect to closed-form decomposition
functions constructed from, e.g., bounds on the system Jaco-
bian matrix [15] or domains-specific knowledge [16], [17],
and in some instances decomposition functions can also be
solved for by computing an optimization problem [11].

In summary, the main contribution of this work are (i)
we present a problem formulation for CBF-based runtime
assurance for control systems with disturbances, and (ii) we
present a specific solution to the problem statement, whereby
the nondeterminism in the system model is assessed through
mixed-monotonicity based reachability methods. The results
and tools generated in this work are demonstrated though a
case study1.

II. NOTATION

We denote vector entries via subscript, i.e., xi for i ∈
{1, · · · , n} denotes the ith entry of x ∈ Rn, and we denote
the empty set by ∅ := {}.

1The code that accompanies this case study, and that generates the figures
in this work, is publicly available through the GaTech FACTS Lab Github:
https://github.com/gtfactslab/Abate CDC2020. Certain proofs in this work
are omitted and appear in an extended version of this work, available through
ArXiv: https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.07019.



Given x, y ∈ Rn with xi ≤ yi for all i,

[x, y] := {z ∈ Rn | xi ≤ zi ≤ yi for all i}

denotes the hyperrectangle with endpoints x and y, and

〈〈x, y〉〉 := {z ∈ Rn | zi ∈ {xi, yi} for all i}

denotes the finite set of 2n vertices of [x, y]. We also allow
xi ∈ R ∪ {−∞} and yi ∈ R ∪ {∞} so that [x, y] defines
an extended hyperrectangle, that is, a hyperrectangle with
possibly infinite extent in some coordinates.

Let (x, y) denote the vector concatenation of x, y ∈ Rn,
i.e., (x, y) := [xT yT ]T ∈ R2n. Given a = (x, y) ∈ R2n

with xi ≤ yi for all i, we denote by JaK the hyperrectangle
formed by the first and last n components of x, i.e., JaK :=
[x, y], and similarly 〈〈a〉〉 := 〈〈x, y〉〉.

III. RUNTIME ASSURANCE FOR NONDETERMINISTIC
SYSTEMS

We consider controlled dynamical systems with distur-
bances of the form

ẋ = f(x) + g1(x)u+ g2(x)w (1)

with state x ∈ X ⊆ Rn, control input u ∈ Rm, and
disturbance input w ∈ W ⊂ Rn. When the term g2(x)w
is omitted from (1), we say the system is deterministic;
otherwise, (1) is said to be nondeterministic. We denote by
Φ(T ; x, u, w) the state of (1) at time T ≥ 0, when starting
from an initial state x ∈ X at time 0 and evolving subject to a
feedback controller u : X → Rm and the disturbance signal
w : [0, T ]→W . We assume that f , g1, and g2 are Lipschitz
continuous functions and that w is piecewise continuous in
time so that Φ(T ; x, u, w) is unique when it exists.

The system (1) is paired with an unsafe subset of the
system statespace Xu ⊂ X . A control policy is safe if it
avoids the unsafe set as formalized next.

Definition 1. A controller u : X → Rm is safe with respect
to state x ∈ X if Φ(T ; x, u, w) ∈ X \ Xu for all T ≥ 0
and for all w : [0, T ]→W . We extend this notation to sets
so that u is safe with respect to S ⊂ X if u is safe with
respect x for all x ∈ S. �

One way to establish safety is through invariance.

Definition 2. Given a controller u, a set S ⊆ X is robustly
forward invariant for (1) under u if Φ(T ;x, u, w) ∈ S for
all x ∈ S, all T ≥ 0 and all piecewise continuous disturbance
inputs w : [0, T ]→W . �

Suppose S = {x ∈ X |h(x) ≥ 0} ⊂ X \ Xu for some
continuously differentiable h : Rn → R and consider the
pointwise-defined controller

uCBF(x) = arg min
u∈Rm

||u− ud(x)||22 (2)

s.t.
∂h

∂x
(x)(f(x) + g1(x)u+ g2(x)w) ≥ −α(h(x)) (3)

∀w ∈ W

where α : R → R is a given locally Lipschitz class-K
function and ud(x) is some given controller. Provided the
set of u satisfying the constraint (3) is nonempty for all x, S
is robustly forward invariant for (1) and uCBF is safe with
respect to S. In this instance, h is said to be a control barrier
function (CBF) for (1) as developed in [4]. Applying uCBF

from (2)–(3) has added benefits beyond system safety and,
in particular, uCBF will evaluate to ud whenever possible;
thus, if ud has performance advantages over u, then uCBF

will retain these advantages.
It is the primary focus of this paper to design safe con-

trollers for the system (1). To that end, we assume knowledge
of a backup controller which is safe with respect to some
subset of the statespace by virtue of a robustly invariant
backup region as defined next.

Definition 3. The pair (ub, Sb) with ub : X → Rm
and Sb = {x ∈ X |h(x) ≥ 0} ⊂ X for a continuously
differentiable h : X → R is a backup control policy if:

1) Sb is compact and Sb ∩ Xu = ∅,
2) h is concave on X ,
3) ∂h

∂x 6= 0 on the boundary of Sb, and
4) there exists a class-K function α : R→ R such that

∂h

∂x
(x)
(
f(x) + g1(x)ub(x) + g2(x)w

)
≥ −α(h(x))

for all x ∈ Sb and for all w ∈ W .
In particular, the last condition above implies Sb is robustly
forward invariant for (1) under ub via the CBF conditions
discussed above and therefore ub is safe with respect to Sb

by virtue of the first condition [6]. In this case, ub is called
a backup controller and Sb its backup region. �

While applying the backup controller ensures system
safety, there are two primary reasons why applying such a
policy is generally not preferable: (i) Backup controllers are
typically designed without considering performance objec-
tives, and (ii) ub may be safe with respect to a set larger than
Sb, and it is possible that Sb is too conservative to satisfy
certain performance objectives. We have already discussed
how CBFs provide a solution to the first problem; however,
traditional CBF based controllers are still subject to the
limitations of the second problem. A solution to the second
problem is presented in [2], [3] for deterministic systems,
where the authors effectively increase the size of the safe
region through the use of look-ahead methods.

We now have the necessary tools to define the problem of
runtime assurance for nondeterministic control systems.

Problem Statement (Runtime Assurance for Nondetermin-
istic Control Systems). Assume a system of form (1) and a
set of unsafe states Xu ⊂ X . Additionally, assume a backup
control policy (ub, Sb), and assume a desired controller ud

that satisfies some performance objective but is perhaps not
safe with respect to Sb. The objective is to design a controller
uASIF such that uASIF is safe with respect to Sb and such
that uASIF(x) evaluates to ud(x) when it is safe to do so. �

A controller uASIF which solves the problem statement



is referred to as an assured controller or an active set
invariance filter (ASIF). We particularly aim for a solution
that provides an assured controller that need not render Sb

forward invariant; it may be the case, for instance, that for
certain initial conditions x ∈ Sb, the system (1) will be
driven out of Sb by uASIF and may not return. Nonetheless,
by virtue of the fact that uASIF is an assured controller we
have that uASIF is safe with respect to Sb.

In Section V, we present a solution to the problem
statement which allows the system to leave the, perhaps
conservative, safe set Sb. In our proposed solution, we
specifically address nondeterminism in the system model
through mixed-monotonicity based reachability methods.

IV. PRELIMINARIES ON MIXED-MONOTONE SYSTEMS

Before visiting the general setting of (1), we first consider
the nondeterministic autonomous system

ẋ = F (x, w) (4)

and recall fundamental results in mixed-monotonicity theory.
As before, we let X and W denote the state and disturbance
spaces of (4), respectively, where we now assume X is an
extended hyperrectangle and W is a hyperrectangle, with
W := [w, w] for w, w ∈ Rm and wi ≤ wi for all i.

Definition 4. Given a locally Lipschitz continuous function
d : X×W×X×W → Rn, the system (4) is mixed-monotone
with respect to d if all of the following hold:
• For all x ∈ X and all w ∈ W , d(x, w, x, w) =
F (x, w).

• For all i, j ∈ {1, · · · , n} with i 6= j,
∂di
∂xj

(x, w, x̂, ŵ) ≥ 0 for all x, x̂ ∈ X and all w, ŵ ∈
W whenever the derivative exists.

• For all i, j ∈ {1, · · · , n}, ∂di
∂x̂j

(x,w, x̂, ŵ) ≤ 0 for all
x, x̂ ∈ X and all w, ŵ ∈ W whenever the derivative
exists.

• For all i ∈ {1, · · · , n} and all k ∈ {1, · · · , m},
∂di
∂wk

(x, w, x̂, ŵ) ≥ 0 and ∂di
∂ŵk

(x, w, x̂, ŵ) ≤ 0 for all
x, x̂ ∈ X and all w, ŵ ∈ W whenever the derivative
exists. �

If (4) is mixed-monotone with respect to d, d is said to
be a decomposition function for (4), and when d is clear
from context we simply say that (4) is mixed-monotone.
The mixed-monotonicity property is useful for, e.g., efficient
reachable set computation, and these techniques have been
applied in domains including transportation system [16], and
biological systems [17].

Let ΦF (T ;x,w) denote the state of (4) reached at time
T ≥ 0 starting from x ∈ X at time 0 under the piecewise
continuous input w : [0, T ]→W , and let

R(T ; x) := {ΦF (T ; x, w) ∈ X |w : [0, T ] → W} (5)

denote the time-T forward reachable set of (4) from the
initial condition x ⊆ X . We next recall how over-
approximations of reachable sets can be efficiently computed
by considering a deterministic auxiliary system constructed
from the decomposition function.

Assume (4) is mixed-monotone with respect to d, and
construct [

ẋ
˙̂x

]
= e(x, x̂) :=

[
d(x, w, x̂, w)
d(x̂, w, x, w)

]
. (6)

The system (6) is the embedding system relative to d, and
for x ∈ X , we denote by Φe(T ; x) the state of (6) at time
T ≥ 0 when initialized at (x, x) ∈ X × X at time 0.

Proposition 1 ( [10, Prop. 1] ). For x ∈ X , if Φe(t; x) ∈
X ×X for all 0 ≤ t ≤ T , then R(T ; x) ⊆ JΦe(T ; x)K. �

V. MIXED-MONOTONICITY BASED ACTIVE SET
INVARIANCE

In this section, we present a solution to the problem
statement and design a controller architecture which both
allows the system to leave Sb and ensures that the system
never enters Xu. The proposed controller uses a modified
CBF formulation, where we now use mixed-monotonicity
based reachability methods to assess the nondeterminism in
the system model.

A. Problem Formulation

As prescribed in the problem statement, we assume a
system of the form (1), an unsafe set Xu ⊂ X , a backup
controller ub with a compact backup region Sb = {x ∈
X |h(x) ≥ 0}, and a desired controller ud. As in Section
IV, we assume also that X is an extended hyperrectangle
and that W = [w, w] for given w, w ∈ Rm with wi ≤ wi
for all i.

We denote by

ẋ = F b(x, w) := f(x) + g1(x)ub(x) + g2(x)w (7)

the closed-loop dynamics of (1) under ub and we let
Φb(T ; x, w) := Φ(T ; x, ub, w) denote the state transition
function of this system. Thus, h is a CBF for (7) and ub is
safe with respect to Sb. Additionally, we denote by

S+
b (T ) :=

{
x ∈ X

∣∣∣Φb(T ; x, w) ∈ Sb

for all w : [0, T ]→W
}
. (8)

the time-T basin of attraction of Sb, which is the set of states
in X that are guaranteed to enter Sb along trajectories of (7)
within the time horizon [0, T ].

Remark 1. As a result of the fact that Sb is robustly forward
invariant for (7), we additionally have that S+

b (T ) is robustly
forward invariant for (7) for all T ≥ 0. �

As in [2], the ASIF formulation presented in this section
allows the system to leave the safe set Sb in instances where
the backup control policy is known to return the system to
Sb on some finite time horizon. For this reason, we associate
the backup control policy (ub, Sb) with a fixed backup time
Tb, as formalised next.

Assumption 1. The Tb-second basin of attraction of Sb

under the backup dynamics (7) does not intersect the unsafe
set, i.e., S+

b (Tb) ∩ Xu = ∅. �



To verify Assumption 1 holds, one can over-approximate
backward reachable sets of Sb under (7), and check for
intersection with the unsafe set Xu, and many techniques
allow for such an over-approximation.

Assumption 2. The backup dynamics (7) are mixed-
monotone with respect to d, and we let Φe denote the
transition function of its respective embedding system. �

As discussed in the Introduction, Assumption 2 is not
especially restrictive since large classes of systems have been
shown to be mixed-monotone with closed form expressions
for the decomposition function d.

B. Construction Methodology
Given x ∈ X , possibly with x 6∈ Sb, our goal is to

determine a suitable value uASIF(x); as suggested by the
problem statement, uASIF(x) should be equal or close to
ud(x) if it is safe to do so. One method to determine whether
or not uASIF(x) should be equal to ud(x) is to assess the
safety of the backup controller with respect to x, i.e., if
Rb(T ; x) ⊆ Sb for some T < Tb then uASIF(x) = ud(x) is
allowed, where we let Rb(T ; x) denote the time-T forward
reachable set of (7) as in (5). We next present a family
of functions that, for given x ∈ X , can be used to assess
whether or not Rb(T ; x) ⊆ Sb for some T < Tb, and these
functions exploit the mixed-monotonicity of (7).

Define

γideal(T ; x) := inf
z∈JΦe(T ; x)K

h(z) = min
z∈〈〈Φe(T ; x)〉〉

h(z), (9)

where the second equality comes from the concavity on h.
We show in the following lemma how γideal is used to
determine whether x ∈ S+

b (T ) for given T ≥ 0 and x ∈ X .

Lemma 1. For all x ∈ X and all T ≥ 0, if γideal(T ; x) ≥ 0
then x ∈ S+

b (T ). �

Next define

Ψideal(x) := sup
0≤τ≤Tb

γideal(τ ; x). (10)

We show in the following proposition how Ψideal is used to
assess whether ub is safe with respect to a given state.

Proposition 2. If Ψideal(x) ≥ 0 for some x ∈ X , then
applying the backup control policy starting from x at time 0
ensures that there exists a time T ≤ Tb such that Rb(t; x) ⊆
Sb for all t ≥ T . In this case, we also have that ub is safe
with respect to x. �

As a corollary to Proposition 2, note that the set

Sideal
Ψ := {x ∈ X |Ψideal(x) ≥ 0}

is robustly forward invariant on (7), and Sideal
Ψ ⊆ S+

b (Tb).
Thus, any controller that renders Sideal

Ψ robustly forward
invariant will be safe with respect to x. CBFs are well suited
for this task when the relevant functions are differentiable,
however, γideal and Ψideal are generally not differentiable
due to the min construction in (9). In the next section, we
present a novel soft-min construction of γideal and Ψideal

which ensures differentiability.

C. Barrier-Based ASIF Construction

We next present a differentiable relaxation of the functions
γideal and Ψideal, and these new functions are later incorpo-
rated in a CBF-based ASIF.

We first recall the Log-Sum-Exponential function.

Definition 5 (Log-Sum-Exponential). We denote by

LSE(S, p) = −1

p
log
∑
s∈S

exp(−p · s) (11)

the Log-Sum-Exponential of the finite set S ⊂ R with respect
to the parameter p > 0. �

The Log-Sum-Exponential has several useful properties:
namely, LSE(S, p) is differentiable with respect to the
elements of S, and LSE(S, p) approximates minS, i.e.,

minS − n

p
log 2 ≤ LSE(S, p) < minS (12)

for all p > 0, and this approximation can be made arbitrarily
tight by choosing p large enough.

For fixed p > 0, define

γ(t; x) := LSE( {h(z) | z ∈ 〈〈Φe(t; x)〉〉 } , p), (13)

Ψ(x) := sup
0≤τ≤Tb

γ(τ, x), (14)

and likewise SΨ := {x ∈ X |Ψ(x) ≥ 0}. Importantly, Ψ(x)
is differentiable with

∂Ψ

∂x
(x) =

∂γ

∂x
(τ∗(x), x) (15)

where τ∗(x) is the maximizer from (14), i.e., τ∗(x) satisfies
Ψ(x) = γ(τ∗(x), x), and this is a result of [18, Theorem 1].

In practice, ∂Ψ
∂x (x) is computed as follows: First, Φe(t, x)

is computed for t in the interval [0, Tb] via simulation, and
the simulated trajectory is used to identify the minimizer
τ∗(x) for (14). Next, ∂Φe

∂x (τ∗(x), x) is computed numeri-
cally; for example, n additional simulations of horizon τ∗(x)
can be used to approximate the n columns of the Jacobian
matrix ∂Φe

∂x . Lasty, ∂γ
∂x (τ∗(x), x) is obtained via the chain

rule using prior computations.

Lemma 2. SΨ is a strict under-approximation of Sideal
Ψ , i.e.

SΨ ⊂ Sideal
Ψ . �

As derived in Section V-B, Sideal
Ψ is robustly forward

invariant on (7), however, SΨ may not be. Further, SΨ

may not be robustly forward invariant under any control
policy, even though it is true that if Ψ(x) ≥ 0 for some x,
then applying ub will still result in eventually entering Sb

within horizon Tb. This is because it is no longer the case
that applying ub will keep Ψ(x) from decreasing sometime
before x enters Sb. Thus, even though a natural barrier-
function-based reasoning might lead one to choose an input
such that

dΨ

dt
(x(t)) ≥ −α(Ψ(x(t))) (16)

for some class-K function α : R→ R for all time, this may
not be possible when Ψ(x) is close to zero, and in particular,



Algorithm 1 Runtime Assurance for Nondeterministic Con-
trol Systems

input : Desired control policy ud : X → Rm.
: Current State x ∈ X .
: Class-K function α : R→ R.

output: Assured control input uASIF(x) ∈ Rm.

1: function uASIF(x) =ASIF(ud, x, α)
2: Compute:
3: u∗ = arg minu∈Rm ||u− ud(x)||22
4: s.t. ∂Ψ

∂x (x)(f(x) + g1(x)u+ g2(x)w) ≥ −α(Ψ(x))
5: ∀w ∈ 〈〈w, w〉〉
6: if Program feasible then return u∗

7: else return ub(x)

it may be the case that choosing ub violates (16). However,
due to the fact that SΨ ⊂ Sideal

Ψ , if for some x ∈ SΨ we
have that ub violates (16), then ub is safe with respect to x
from Proposition 2, and thus it is acceptable to immediately
switch to the backup control policy to retain safety.

We next present our main result: an assured controller
for nondeterministic control systems of the form (1). This
controller is presented in pseudocode (see Algorithm 1) and
control actions are chosen point-wise in time.

Let ΦASIF(T ; x, w) denote the state of (1) at time T ≥
0 when inputs are chosen using Algorithm 1 and when
beginning from initial state x ∈ X at time 0 and when
subjected to the piecewise continuous input w.

Theorem 1. For all initial conditions x ∈ Sb and any
Lipschitz continuous controller ud : X → Rm, the controller
uASIF from Algorithm 1 is such that ΦASIF(T ; x, w) 6∈ Xu

for all T ≥ 0. �

In summary, the assured controller uASIF defined by Al-
gorithm 1 (i) evaluates to the desired control input whenever
possible, (ii) allows the system (1) to leave the safe region
Sb, and (iii) ensures the system never enters the unsafe set
Xu. Moreover, the optimization problem posed in Algorithm
1 contains only a finite number of affine constraints and,
thus, the proposed assured controller can be computationally
amenable to real-world applications.

VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE: ENFORCING INTER-AGENT
DISTANCE CONSTRAINTS ON A VEHICLE PLATOON

Consider a platoon of 3 vehicles, whose velocity dynamics
are given as

ẋi = βxi + ai + wi, (17)

where xi ∈ R denotes the velocity of the ith vehicle, ai
denotes the acceleration of the vehicle, which is controlled,
β = −1 denotes a friction coefficient and w ∈ [−0.1, 0.1]3

denotes a bounded additive noise term. Control decisions
are made after referencing the relative displacements of
vehicles in the platoon. In particular, there are two available
displacement measures

z1 = x2 − x1 and z2 = x3 − x2, (18)

𝑧!

𝒖! 𝑧!
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Fig. 1: Problem setting. x1, x2, x3 are the vehicle velocities,
and z1, z2 are the inter-agent distances when connectivity
is given by (19). The control inputs u1, u2 effectively pull
(push) the vehicles toward (away from) one another.

so that letting

AT =

[
−1 1 0
0 −1 1

]
, (19)

we have ż = ATx. The platoon dynamics then become[
ẋ
ż

]
=

[
βI 0
AT 0

] [
x
z

]
−
[
A
0

]
u(z) +

[
w
0

]
(20)

with control input u(z) = [u1(z1), u2(z2) ]T . This problem
setting is shown in Figure 1.

We aim to enforce inter-agent distance constraints on (20)
by applying the ASIF controller presented in Algorithm 1.
Specifically, we take an unsafe set

Xu = {(x, z) ∈ R5 | |z1|≥ 8 or |z2|≥ 8}, (21)

and we ignore vehicle collisions so that z1 and z2 are allowed
to change sign over trajectories of (20).

We choose a backup controller

ub(z) = ( κ tanh(σz1), κ tanh(σz2) ), (22)

with κ = 2 and σ = 1/2. Roughly speaking, (22) acts as
two identical nonlinear springs which pull the carts together
when applied to (20); by this description, κ describes the
maximum force which the springs apply before saturation,
and σ describes the distance at which the springs saturate.

The closed-loop dynamics of (20) under ub are mixed-
monotone with respect to

d

([
x
z

]
, w,

[
x̂
ẑ

]
, ŵ

)
=

[
βx−A−ub(z)−A+ub(ẑ) + w

(A+)Tx+ (A−)T x̂

]
where A+ and A− denote the positive and negative parts of
A, respectively.

To construct a backup region Sb, we consider a local
linearization of (7) at (x, z) = 0. The linearization is
asymptotically stable to the origin and is certified by the
quadratic Lyapunov function V (x, z) = (x, z)TP (x, z) for

P =

[
κσ +AAT −βA
−βAT (κ2σ2 + β2)I + κσATA

]
. (23)

Thus, we consider an invariant safe set

Sb = {(x, z) ∈ R5 |V (x, z) ≤ δ} (24)

for appropriate δ ≥ 0. For the parameters taken in this study,
Sb from (24) is verified to be robustly forward invariant
for the backup dynamics when δ = 9/4 and, using an
approach whereby backward reachable sets of Sb are over



approximated using the mixed-monotonicity property [10], it
is additionally shown that S+

b (Tb) ∩ Xu = ∅ for Tb = 1.
We construct an ASIF to assure the system (20), where

we take the backup controller (22), safe set (24), and backup
time Tb = 1. In this case, γ is given by (13) where we fix
p = 1000 and Φe is taken in reference to d. Now an assured
controller is given by Algorithm 1. For the purpose of this
study, we hypothesize an open-loop desired control input

ud(t) = ( −0.3 sin(πt/4), 0.2 cos(πt/2) ), (25)

and simulate the system (20) under the ASIF controller
Algorithm 1, where we let α(ψ) = 1000ψ3. A 4-second
simulation is conducted using MATLAB 2020a and simula-
tion results are provided in Figure 2. In the simulation the
assured controller uASIF drives the system (20) out of the
safe set; however, the system remains in S+

b (1) and all points
along the system trajectory are safe with respect to ub.

VII. CONCLUSION

This work presents a problem formulation for runtime
assurance for control systems with disturbances, and a spe-
cific solution to the problem statement is presented, whereby
the nondeterminism in the system model is accommodated
via the mixed-monotonicity property. The proposed assured
controller computes an optimization problem containing only
a finite number of affine constraints, and we demonstrate the
applicability of our construction through a case study.
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